**Midi Rectangle – Mints**
Acrylic rectangle pot filled with mints. Features a full colour dome applied to lid.

**Small Sweet pouch**
Small clear pouch filled with sweets. Features a full colour dome applied to one side.

**Maxi Rectangle – Gourmet Jelly Beans**
Acrilic rectangle pot, lid printed in full colour, filled with Gourmet Jelly Beans.
Sticky notes [A7]
Handy sticky notes, available in a range of sizes and colours. Adhesive along the long top edge, 50 sheets white 80gsm paper

Eco Sticky Notes [75x75mm]
Handy sticky notes, handy 3” x 3” size made from recycled paper. 50 sheets white 80gsm paper.
**Stress Balls**
70mm round stress balls, available in a wide range of colours

**Buzz Highlighter Set**
Rectangular Cased 5 piece highlighter set printed up to 4 spot colours

**Kent Notebook**
Handy notebook which includes sheets of jotter paper, self-adhesive sticky notes and page tags in five bright colours. It even has a compact ballpen which matches colour of the polypropylene cover.

Section 1: Advertising Products
500ml recycled sports bottles
Handy 500 ml drinks bottle made from recycled milk carton plastic (polyethylene). The lid is available in 6 different colours and the bottle itself can be printed up to 4 colours.

Beech Dynamo Torch
Handy LED Hand held dynamo torch - no need to keep buying batteries, simple wind up and go! Available in a range of colours.
**Tyre Brite-Mat Mouse mat**
High quality mousemats with fantastic colour reproduction, made from 99.5% recycled material. Offers perfect tracking for both optical and standard ball mice.

- **Green & Good Money Pencil**
  Recycled Money pencil with eraser

- **Green & Good Lunchtray Pencil**
  Recycled Plastic Lunchtray Pencil with Eraser

- **Green & Good Denim Pencil**
  Recycled Denim Pencil with Eraser

- **Recycled CD Case Pencil**
  Recycled CD case pencil, available in 13 popular colours

---

**Section 1: Advertising Products**
300ml bottled water
Branded mineral water, bottled at source from specially chosen areas of natural beauty. Presented in clear recyclable 330ml PET bottles, complete with labels printed full colour

Custom Fibrestorm Golf Umbrella
30 inch lightweight stormproof golf umbrella with bespoke panel colours, over 50 panel colours to choose from, solid fibreglass ribs, and sports grip

Vented Golf Umbrella
30 inch vented golf umbrella with fibreglass shaft and ribs. With a black rubber golf grip handle and soft feel canopy
Oyster Card Wallets
Flood printed cover wallet which can hold two oyster cards/ bus passes / bank cards. Holders can be flood printed in any Pantone colour. [optional pinseal inner]

Melbourne Nappa Leather Luggage Tags
Black leather luggage tags, blind embossed

Melbourne Nappa Leather Passport Holders
Black leather passport holders, blind embossed
**Malvern Leather Travel Wallets**
Black leather travel wallets, blind embossed

**S-Kross World Adaptor**
Truly universal travel adaptor, covering 150 countries.

Section 1: Advertising Products
**Rectangular Sapporo Keyrings**
Spinning Sapporo keyring available in round, rectangular and oval shape with a flat split ring fitting. Supplied in a silver card gift box. Laser Engraved.

**38mm button badges**
Round printed button badge with safety pin or plastic clip fitting. Available in a range of sizes up to 150mm.

**Round paper stickers**
Paper stickers are supplied kiss cut on sheets making them easy to hand out, printed up to full colour available in range of sizes and shapes.

Section 1: Advertising Products
A4 Skuba Conference Folder
Versatile zipper case folder made from flexible, hard-wearing vinyl with a sturdy Senator metal zipper. Available in a range of bright colours.

A4 Dartford Conference folder
Great value imitation leather A4 folder made from lightly grained REACH compliant PVC.
**A4 Folder Clipboard - White**
A4 sized clipboard folder with front cover and transparent inside pocket. Available in a range of PVC colours.

**Polypropylene Ring Binders**
A4 size ring binder folder made from clear frosted polypropylene, with 25mm gusset and 2 or 4 ring binder.

**Polypropylene Conference Wallet**
A4 size conference folder made from white polypropylene, with 20mm gusset. Can be flood printed.

Section 2: Conference Products
**A4 Card folders**
Card folders available in 280gsm / 400gsm card, and a range of gusset sizes. Can be printed up to full colour both sides, can be matt / gloss laminated and can include business card slots if required.

**Bamboo lanyards**
Eco lanyards made from bamboo fibres which are a sustainable source and 100% biodegradable.

**20mm lanyards**
Pantone matched lanyards with metal trigger clip fitting & plastic safety break. Range of accessories available including plastic rigid card holders, soft clear PVC card holders and more.
**Metal name badges**
Magnetic/ pin fitting metal badges available in a wide range of sizes, styles and finishes.

**Metal name plates**
Metal desk name plate holders available in a few styles & metal finishes.

**Brent Business Card Holder**
Two tone metal card case, with matt finish and shiny trim, engraved with your design.
**Roller banner stands**

800x2100mm roller banner stands - available in a range of base styles, with graphics printed full colour. Includes carry bags.

**FlexiLink Twist banner**

3 Panel banner stand with flexible centre panel which can curve and bend to suit any exhibition space. Supplied in hard wheeled transit case, which can also be branded and convert into a handy plinth.
**Table Runners**
2x1 metre polyester table runners which can be printed up to full colour

**Table Cloths**
Various size and colour table cloths which can be personalised with a spot colour print or a full colour transfer
Section 3: Bags & Gifts

Natural long handled shopper bags
Cotton shopper bags which can be printed up to full colour one or both sides

9oz coloured long handled shopper bags
Cotton shopper bags dyed with vibrant colour, over printed with your design.
Portobello long handled shopper bags
Long handled Fairtrade certified cotton bag - labelled with the Fairtrade mark (also available with short handles)

Tembo Jute Shopper Bag
Luxury gusseted jute shopper with short cotton cord handles. Strong and reusable. Also available with coloured gussets. [Laminated Jute]
Section 3: Bags & Gifts

Rainham Drawstring bags
Drawstring rucksack made from 20% recycled material. Available in a wide range of colours.

Riverhead Laptop Bag
REACH (845VHC) compliant polyester laptop bag, with padded laptop pouch, shoulder strap, and handy inner pockets.
Section 3: Bags & Gifts

Polythene Carrier Bags
Punch handle carrier bags available in a range of standard colours. Made from biodegradable polythene. [BIOPOLY tm]. Standard size 15” x 18” x 3” [other sizes available]

Kraft Paper Bags
White Kraft paper bags with twisted paper handles, available in a range of sizes. Can be printed spot or full colour.

Matt Laminated Gift bags
High quality paper gift bags available in a range of sizes. Matt laminated paper finish, optional gusset printing with rope handles.
Gift Boxes
Boxes available in a range of sizes and colours, can be personalised via direct print, ribbon or gift tag.

Wrapping paper
90gsm 500x700mm gift wrap printed up to full colour
Notebook with pen in gift box

A5 Wirebound notebooks
A5 notebooks with 50 inner pages, cover can be printed up to full colour

Standard deskpads
Desk pads glued to backing card. Available in a range of sizes, can be printed up to full colour.
Cambridge Notebooks [A5 & Pocket]
Unique, luxurious soft cover notebooks with cream lined inner pages. Blind embossed logo. Available in a wide range of vibrant colour covers. (A5 or Pocket size)

Noir Notebook
Stylish black notebook with a soft-feel hardbacked black cover, with contrasting coloured elasticated strap and page marker. Includes pen.
Eco Notebook
Notebook with recycled paper inner pages and white recycled card covers.
Available in a range of sizes

Eco Notebook
Notebook with recycled paper inner pages and natural colour recycled card covers.
Available in a range of sizes

Recycled Polypropylene A5 Wire Notebook
A5 Notebook with 50 recycled paper pages and recycled polypropylene covers, available in a range of bright colours
Section 5: USB & Computer

Twister USBs
Pantone matched body USBs with metal twist section. Available from 1GB - 32GB

POD Style USBs
Soft feel Pantone matched USBs. Available from 1GB - 32GB

Monolith style Metal USBs
Executive looking USBs which can be engraved. Available from 1GB - 32GB
Xoopar mini squid Power Bank
4000 mAh Battery Powerbank. Unique aluminum casing Power bank with silicone suction pad to stick to your device / desk

Slim Compact Aluminium Metal Power Bank - 4000mAh
Description:
- Capacity: 4000mAh
- Presented in a plain black cardboard box 135 x 85 x 40mm. With micro USB charging cable
- Battery Type: A-class China-made li-polymer cell
- Material: Aluminium
**Silly Tube Power Bank**
2600 mAh pocket Battery Powerbank. Pocket size power bank in brightly coloured silicone jacket. Silicone Jacket can be pantone matched from 200 pieces.

**Boost Power Bank**
4500 mAh Battery Powerbank. Elegant and powerful Battery Power Bank
**USB Pen**
Black & Metal USB pen - Available memory sizes: 64MB-16GB

**Chain Usb Keyring**
USB with silicon loop and metal section - can be printed or engraved to the metal part and printed the silicon part. Available in a range of bright colours as standard, can be pantone matched from 250 pieces. Available memory sizes: 1-16GB.
Section 6: Mugs & Coasters

**Marrow ColourCoat Mug**
Marrow style mug with intense pantone matched body colour that will not fade during the printing process, the inside of the mug remains white. Your design is screen overprinted.

**Classic Ceramic Mugs**
White glaze rounded style Earthenware mugs with unique shape.

**Dinky Durham Colourcoat Mugs**
Dinky Durham style mug with intense pantone matched body colour that will not fade during the printing process, the inside of the mug remains white. Your design is screen overprinted.
Little Latte Colourcoat Mugs
Pantone match coated ceramic Little Latte mugs, with white inners. Outer can be pantone matched to any colour. Can fit

Supreme Deco style Mug - Can be manufactured from recycled plastic
UK made Deco style phasic mugs. With angled sides. Available in a wide range of colours
Section 6: Mugs & Coasters

**Americano thermal mugs**
UK made thermal mugs available with or without grips, and in a range of vibrant colours. Can be printed to mug, grip or lid.

**Polo Plus travel mugs**
450ml plastic double walled travel mug with screw on lid and coloured sip cover.
Section 6: Mugs & Coasters

**Bike Seat Covers**
Polyester bike seat covers available in

**Recycled Glass Coasters**
Tempered glass coaster made from recycled glass. Available with a selection of background finishes - white, clear or frosted. Supplied with feet. Dishwasher proof.
Contour Extra
White plastic barrel with rubberised colour grip, & chrome trims (Wide range of colour grips available).

Contour Highlighter
White plastic barrel with rubberised colour grip, chrome trim. Biro one end, highlighter the other.

Contour Eco Ballpen - black ink
Recycled plastic barrel pen with rubberised colour grip and chrome trim. Grip colours available in eco option are green, black, red and blue.
Senator Superhit Mix & Match
Popular plastic pens available in a wide range of solid & icy mix & match colours. Black ink refills.

Senator Recycled Eco
Popular plastic pens with black barrels and a wide range coloured clips. Black ink refills.

Senator Duo pen
Handy duo pens with coloured body, highlighter tip one end and biro the other end.
**Section 7: Pens**

*Prodir DS1 - Swiss Made*
Elegant plastic pens available in a range of matt, polished, translucent finishes and a wide range of mix & match colours, for a totally bespoke ballpen.

*Senator Verve Mix & Match - Made in Germany*
Contemporary style twist cap plastic pens available in a wide range of mix & match colours.

*Contour i*
White plastic barrel with rubberised colour grip, & chrome trims. Biro to one end, a Stylus nib to the other.
**Parker Urban Ballpen**
Dynamic curvy shape pens with steel nibs, available in a range of colours, with chrome accents. Supplied in official Parker presentation box

**Javelin Soft Touch Ballpens**
A twist action ball pen with a soft touch matt black barrel and chrome undercoat which is offered as an engraved option only. Range of presentation boxes available
**Nautic touch pad pen**
Sophisticated combination of lustrous metal and soft-touch finish stylus pens. Range of boxes available, Can be either engraved or printed.

**Waterman Graduate Ballpen**
High quality chrome ballpen, engraved with your design. Presented in beautiful Waterman gift box & card sleeve.
EVORA Rollerball
A new stylish all metal rollerball in a unique conoidal shape in matt black or gloss white lacquered aluminium with bright chrome fittings. Engraved on the barrel and crown of the cap, supplied with blind embossed leather presentation case.

Daytona Ballpen
A superb quality metal gift ballpen available in three durable matt anodised colours with a high quality self return twist mechanism, and large capacity refill. Supplied with triangular presentation box.
Santos Pantone Colour Matched Ballpen
The Santos ballpen can be specially manufactured to match Pantone colours in a gloss lacquered finish with either a silver chrome or gilt plated clip and fittings. Supplied with white triangular presentation box.

Albero Pen and Pencil Set
Executive Pen and Pencil Set made from sustainable timber. Supplied in black recycled card wallet.